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The Urban Style Bracelet

Tools for the Job, with easy to follow steps:
Step 1: Forming Your Screws
With your chosen metal already formed into a
bracelet style of your choice, it’s time to create
your ‘screws’.
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Use the disc cutter and jewellers hammer to cut
your evenly sized and perfectly shaped screws.
1. Disc Cutter - Precision tool for cutting discs with
ease and accuracy, Ref: D20869 @......... £26.25

2. Chisel Hammer - Used in a wide variety of

metal working, Ref: H19525 @ .................. £4.60
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Step 2: Giving it the ‘Screw’ Look
Take your even discs and score them using the bent scribe,
holding the disc firmly in place with the parallel pliers to give
them an authentic look.
3. Parallel Pliers - Ideal for holding and gripping evenly,
Ref: P4753 @ ......................................................£17.95
4. Set of 3 Scribers - For all angles and sizes,
Ref:S31911 @ ...................................................... £4.35
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Step 3: Styling
Solder your screw style discs onto your bracelet. To do this use your
soldering third hand to hold your bracelet steady and your mini soldering
torch and accessories to give it that authentic, urban look.
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5. Soldering Third Hand - Including transite board for heat resistance,

Ref: S31899 @ .................................................................................. £27.85
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6. Swiss Mini Soldering Torch - Hand held and easy to use,
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Ref: M4184 @ ................................................................................... £28.65

7. Auflux Soldering Solution - To prevent stains and marks,

Ref: C4354 @ .................................................................................... £11.95

8. Flux Brush - For an easy application,

Ref: B9624 @ .......................................................................................... .95p

9. Extra Long Soldering Tweezers - With heat resistant grips,

Ref: T31950@ ..................................................................................... £1.75

10. Insulating Paste - Protect your ‘screws’ from oxidation marks, and
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solder joints, Ref: I0881 @ ................................................................. £5.95

11. Silver Solder - Use Extra Easy or Medium solder on alternate

‘screws’ to avoid melting joints already made.
- Extra Easy, Ref: J9296 @ ........................................ £5.65
- Medium, Ref: J9298 @ ........................................ £7.85
For illustration purposes, some sequences have been omitted.
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Visit Our
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Your No.1 Tool & Consumables
Wholesale Supplier

Tel: 0044 (0) 1708 757800
Same Day Dispatch

Trade Showroom

in the “Jewellery Quarter”

41 Warstone Lane, Hockley,
Birmingham, B18 6JJ.
Monday to Friday 8.30am-5.00pm

*All prices are nett exclusive of carriage & vat.

Full details on any of the products featured are available on our website ~ www.cousinsuk.com
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